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“For some reason people take their cues from price action rather than from values.  Price is what 

you pay.  Value is what you get.” – Warren Buffet 

“At the beginning , prices are driven by fundamentals, and at some point, speculation drives them.  

It’s that old story:  What the wise man does in the beginning, the fool does in the end” - Warren 

Buffet 

“What we learn from history is that people don’t learn from history”.  - Warren Buffet 

“No matter which techniques they use in picking stocks, successful investing professionals have 

two things in common:  Firstly, they are disciplined and consistent, refusing to change their 

approach even when it is unfashionable.  Secondly, they think a great deal about what they do and 

how to do it, but they pay very little attention to what the market is doing.” – Jason Zweig  

 

Whether you believe in evolution or not, the ability to learn from historical events, make 

assumptions from certain incidents and adjust your approach accordingly to achieve long term 

goals, are essential for long term survival. Therefore, only one nearly fatal incident with your 

neighbor’s dog would prevent you from EVER trying to fetch your cricket ball on his side of the 

fence. 

Investments work more or less on the same basis, except that with investments you can have 

positive results for a long period of time and you tend to ignore the facts/circumstances that made 

the investment behave in that particular way.  For example, imagine that two people tell you that 

eating carrots is good for your sight.  Both of them may be right but for completely different reasons.  

The one argues that because carrots contain beta carotene that is converted into Vitamin A, it is 

good for your sight.  The other one reckons that because he has never seen a rabbit with 

glasses…carrots must be good for your sight.   
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Because person A understands the link between beta carotene, Vitamin A and eyesight, he would 

also be able to conclude that all vegetables that contain Vitamin A would be good for your sight, 

while person B would probably conclude that grass is also good for your sight, because he has 

never seen a cow with glasses either. What am I trying to say? 

What I am trying to get at is that you should be sure to know WHY a specific investment performed 

the way it did over a specific period of time AND whether a change in circumstances would change 

the outcome/performance of the investment over the NEXT period.  This brings me to the title of this 

edition of 2Cents. 

The ALSI (Johannesburg All Share Index) increased from the 1st of May 2003 from 7 510 points to 

32 119 points at the end of 2010.  This implies a rate of return of almost 21% per year (this includes 

the effect of the 2008 financial crisis).  Many people are now looking at local equities (and 

specifically index funds like Satrix40 etc) and thinking it is the best investment that they can make 

for the future as well. 

I’m of the opinion that the above assumption is incorrect purely because the point of departure 

differs (relative to other periods) significantly. Imagine that an athlete has to complete a straight 

route of 10 km, let’s assume 5 km out and 5 km back.  The first 5 km is downhill, with the wind 

behind his back, when he turns he has to run uphill, with the wind blowing directly from the front .  

Would it not be lunacy to expect the runner to complete the second leg of his race in nearly the 

same time as the first part even though the distance is the same?  Investors often calculate their 

returns over relatively short periods of time and then expect that performance (good or bad) to 

continue forever by extrapolating the short term return over a long period.  This assumption is 

obviously not correct. 

What is the difference between the ALSI now and then (2003)? 

  30/04/2003 16/02/2011 

Index 7510 32778 

Earnings Yield (E/Y) 11.32% 6.06% 

Dividend Yield (D/Y) 4.20% 2.17% 

Price Earnings (P/E) 8.83 16.50 
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For most of our readers, the above table won’t make too much sense, but what it shows is that our 

local equity market is currently twice as expensive as it was in the middle of 2003.  An 

oversimplified assumption that can be made is that the growth from this point onwards should be a 

lot less (probably half?) than the previous 7-8 years. 

The table above however oversimplify matters.  The one problem with numbers is that they can 
be manipulated to support a theory, so let me not fall into that trap.  Thus, in order to get a 
more realistic picture of the performance of the ALSI, let’s look at it from a “normal” valuations 
level, in my opinion the period starting 30 November 2004. 

If we take into account that the average long term performance (100 years +) of local shares 
were in the region of inflation + 7%, then the graph underneath shows that the ALSI 
performance since Nov 2004 were actually more than inflation + 8%.  This is probably a bit 
oversimplified but it does show that out of a historical point of view, our market is anything but 
cheap. 

Wa tch  L i s t �-  P e r f o r m a n c e �
Graph showing total return (%) from 30 Nov 2004 to 16 Feb 2011. �

�

Source: Allan Gray Research Tool 

It should be general knowledge that you can only expect a good return from an investment if 

you didn’t pay too much for it initially.  Your purchase price ultimately determines your rate of 

return and this is true for any asset, whether it is shares, bonds or property.  When you pay too 

much for an asset, for whatever reason, you immediately start swimming upstream and you are 

almost guaranteed a disappointing return.   
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When it comes to listed investments, where daily prices are available, it’s not always immediately 

evident that you over- or underpaid for an investment, because the price can go up (although you 

overpaid) or down (even though it was a bargain) even further.  Over time however your long term 

return would indicate whether you overpaid for the asset or not.   

 

Emerging markets are currently very popular due to the fact that they are growing faster than 

developed nations and they seem to not have the same debt.  These “themes” (do you still 

remember the IT bubble?) normally become increasingly popular as they usually go along with a 

logical “story”.  Despite the hype surrounding these “themes”, history has shown us that eventually 

prices follow profits.  Using these (profits and not price) as a starting point for investment 

decisions, you would probably have a better chance of superior returns over the next 21 years. 

�

 

If the above graph makes you reach for your glasses (I apologize for the quality) or looks utterly 

confusing…bear with me, I’ll try to explain it as straightforwardly as possible. The graph in blue 

depicts the ALSI from 1990 to date. The gray zigzag line shows the Earnings Yield (EY) Ratio of 

the index over the same period.  The Earnings Yield Ratio (EY) is a good indicator of the collective 

relative value (not price) of all the shares listed on the ALSI.  Where the Gray line breaks up 

through the horizontal green line, it shows that the overall market is relatively (based on historical 

values) cheap, because returns (profits as a % of total value of the company) rise above 10%.  

Where the grey line breaks down through the red line the market is then obviously relatively 

expensive.  Let’s see how a investment would have turned out if you constantly followed the above 

philosophy for the past 21 years. 
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When we go a step further and show the cumulative return over the different periods, the picture 

hopefully becomes clearer. 

 

Above analysis hopefully shows that your chances of above average returns considerably decrease 

when you purchase shares at high prices (under 6% Earnings Yield) relative to their true value.  By 

the way…the 23.23% total return over the 10.4 years, includes the 22.26% return that the ALSI 

delivered from 09/02/2010.  Thus, if we ignore the return of the past year, your return would have 

been close to 0% over a 10.4 yr period if you would have purchased the shares @ earnings returns 

of less than 6%.  Something that should bother the more analytical reader is why the return during 

period H is currently 21.78% per year, although the market is in ( in my opinion) overvalued 

territory? 
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1) The period is still open.   

Thus, if history is to repeat itself, than we can expect a downward correction, or a lengthy 

period of sideways movement in the index in the coming months or years. 

2) In my opinion it is a short term consequence of all the extra liquidity that was created by 

company and government bailouts.  This liquidity would have to be taken out of the market 

again at some point.  I can only speculate how this will end, but my feeling is that this will not 

be a comfortable period for “risky” investments. 

 

The economist that correctly predicted the GFC (Great Financial Crisis) of 2008, Nouriel Roubini, 

writes in his book, Crisis Economics, that emerging markets might just be the next bubble that will 

end in tears.  The following extract from his book sums it up quite well: 

“Eventually the carry trade will unravel.  The Fed will end its program of purchasing assets, 

effectively restoring some volatility to the markets: and at some point the dollar will stabilize, as it 

can’t keep declining indefinitely.......Whatever the reason, if the dollar appreciates suddenly – just 

as the yen did when the carry trade in that currency unraveled – a stampede will ensue.  Investors 

who went long on risky global assets and short on the dollar will suddenly reverse course.  

The bubble will then burst.” 

In conclusion:  For investors that are frustrated by the fact that their investments have under-

performed over the last year because of the strong run of the ALSI in the last half of 2010, or for 

those overly excited with the returns that they have achieved over the last year, I leave the following 

paragraph from the book, The Intelligent Investor (one of the most influential books on 

investments ever written): 

“To see why temporarily high returns don’t prove anything, imagine that two places are 130 miles 

apart.  If I observe the 65-mph speed limit, I can drive that distance in two hours.  But if I drive 

130mph, I can get there in one hour.  If I try this and survive, am I “right”? Should you be tempted to 

try it, too, because you hear me bragging that it “worked”?  Flashy gimmicks for beating the market 

are much the same:  In short streaks, so long as your luck holds out, they work.  Over time, they will 

get you killed.” 

As usual, we welcome any feedback, comment and alternative logic.  Contact me on 

andro@proverte.co.za or just reply on this email. 

THE END 


